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Anyone who has not come across

So where has this all come from

the difficulties in the opening and

and why is the change so drastic? We

operating of bank accounts for foreign

have discussed this several times in the

companies – and I’m not just speaking

columns of the LAVECO Newsletter, so

about offshore companies here – in

I will skip the detailed history. In about

recent years has either been as fast

the year 2000, the countries with high

asleep as Sleeping Beauty or simply

tax rates began to realise that their

has not needed a bank account. If you

tax systems could not compete with

have come into contact in any way

the offshore mini-states who continu-

with your previously smoothly oper-

ally filter out capital and a significant

ating bank, then you may well have

amount of income with their advan-

noticed that things have changed.

tageous conditions. This led to a war

They ask questions which become

being waged against them, trying

more and more ridiculous, dealing

to turn the world’s financial system

with matters totally irrelevant from

on its head. And what is the best

the point of view of business logic,

way to impose one’s will on mankind

going into the most minute detail of

worldwide? The media really plays

the beneficiaries’ private lives. This is

a massive role these days, but if we

because the focus has turned to the

can’t access our money through our

beneficiary: it is impossible to open a

bank cards for even just one day, then

bank account for a private company

we feel the effect straightaway, as not

without revealing the identity of the

even Facebook will pay the electricity

individuals behind it, irrespective of

bill or employees’ wages.
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to get hold of contact details and

exchange of information were drawn

seasoned

actually spoke to the head of compli-

up, and the world’s financial centres

with the fight against the financing

ance at one of the banks. It was an

were instructed to implement the

of terrorism, which was revitalised

amazing experience: after half an

guidelines

following the terror attacks on New

hour he lost his temper and shouted

delay obviously will mean years here,

York in 2001. Although they haven’t

at me that how dare I suggest that

but the command has been given

been able to show too many results in

his bank was operating accounts –

and the process has begun. (You can

the obstructing of terrorism financing,

possibly hundreds of them – for non-

read the full text of the declaration by

the fight goes on. And the theatre for

existent entities because of faults with

following this link: http://laveco.com/

that fight is the banking and financial

their administrative system. I received

uploads/files//oecd.pdf)

world.

no thanks for my practical observa-

competition

was

then

Such

without

delay.

worldwide

Without

solidarity

This is a worldwide chain. At the

tions, and he had obviously decided

regarding the exchange of informa-

head of the list is the OECD, which

that he and the bank’s several thou-

tion on an international scale may

systematically amends the recom-

sand employees would continue the

come as something of a surprise. The

mendations

pursuit of Bin Laden.

truth is, though, that it is not. If we think

regarding

the

world

financial system, and which every-

It is not by chance that my attitude

about the EU directive on the taxa-

body then follows slavishly. First of

towards the work of the compliance

tion of interest, or the FATCA dictated

all come the regional central banks,

department I held in such high esteem

by the USA, then really this is merely

such as the European Central Bank.

is now so ironic. To

They prepare their own recommen-

be honest, though,

dations based on the OECD recom-

I

mendations

copy

blame them. Here

them!), and then forward them to

too, the problem

the national banks and supervisory

begins at the top.

bodies of the member states. The

The top manage-

national banks pass them on to the

ment of the banks

commercial banks. Within the banks,

placed

the legal department, or rather the

amounts of power,

so-called compliance department,

unsupervised,

then elaborate the client regula-

in these people’s hands, and basi-

the next step, as could have been

tions and send them out – or not – to

cally were blissfully unaware of the

predicted in advance. These days, it

the branches. The “or not” appears

damage their rigid and obtuse regu-

is not only Facebook which is capable

here as in numerous cases the staff

lations were causing the banks. But

of the instant sharing of information,

in the branches have no idea how

why worry about that while they were

but the financial world’s software is

the compliance team has decided.

picking up their salaries and bonuses,

more or less standardised in such a

Within the banks this is a mystical body

and the chairman’s velvet chair was

way as to facilitate the exchange of

– overly mystical – that mere mortals

so comfortable.

certain types of information not only

(basically,

they

don’t

actually

huge

between domestic authorities, but

can have no dealings with. You are

At this point, we reach a new level

not allowed to speak with them, and

on the road to achieving transparency

even within the bank their telephone

in the financial world. At a meeting

The Swiss, who probably felt the

numbers are strictly confidential. I

of ministers from the OECD countries

greatest pressure in recent years

can let on here that once, through

held in Paris on May 7th 2014, outlines

as a result of the attacks by the US,

conspiratorial methods, I managed

for the guidelines for the automatic

decided to take the bull by the horns.
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3 or 4 years ago they developed their

requirements. So, the Swiss foresaw

“White Money Strategy”, the essence

something which is now beginning to

of which is that only taxed funds will

happen: only taxed income will be

be admitted into the banking system,

allowed into the system, as everything

and in the future all money flows will be

will be transparent. That’s all very well,

strictly checked. In the case of private

but it does raise the question as to

individuals, they generally require

why then, there is a need for low tax

proof from the country in which the

companies. I deliberately avoided

person concerned is resident for tax

the word offshore here, as the term

purposes that the funds being depos-

will take on a much broader meaning

ited have been taxed. The situation is

in the coming years: any company

more complicated where companies

which is not registered in the country

are concerned. To begin with, they are

of the beneficial owner will be an

no longer happy to open accounts

offshore company.
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for foreign companies, particularly if

Lets have a bit of fun with that

there are differences in the rates

they are conspicuously offshore. They

thought: imagine the scenario if

of profit tax of up to 25% between

look very closely at the transparency

tomorrow they remove the BVI from

EU member states, capital will be

of the corporate structure and the

the system because it does not meet

attracted to the country with the

business activities. More and more

the OECD requirements. All the banks

lower rate. It is very noticeable how

banks are insisting on audited finan-

close existing accounts and no longer

Italian entrepreneurs have discovered

cial balance sheets being placed

open new accounts for BVI compa-

Bulgaria, with its corporate tax rate of

in deposit with the bank. Company

nies. Will then, I wonder, businessmen

a mere 10%. So, tax competition will

formation

can

stop wanting to establish structures

always be there, at most the 0% tax

not meet this requirement will be in

which are efficient from the points of

rate countries, the so-called zero tax

trouble. In the case of the BVI, justifi-

view of tax and costs? Hardly. Even if

havens, such as the BVI, will be missing

ably popular in recent decades, the

this means having to establish a more

from the equation.

details of neither the directors nor the

complex structure

involving addi-

The other important factor in future

shareholders are recorded in public

tional expense, there will always be

systems will be spending. Making

registers, and it is not necessary to

entrepreneurs for whom it is worth

money is one thing, but what is the

file annual balance sheets, let alone

applying offshore solutions.

point if we don’t use it for anything?

jurisdictions

which

have them made publicly available.

I fear that the OECD’s expectations

Here, the role of offshore banking solu-

As a consequence, the BVI company,

will not materialise. All the while that

tions will take on an even greater role

unlike its counterparts in, say, Hong

there are differences in the tax rates

than in the past. It is not by chance

Kong, Cyprus, Malta or the United

of 2 countries, then capital will flow

that the well-to-do seek discreet finan-

Kingdom, does not satisfy the OECD

irresistibly towards the more advanta-

cial solutions. In numerous cases, it is

geous system. This stems from the very

not wise to show even – or rather espe-

logic of the capitalist system itself:

cially - close friends and family exactly

if competition cannot be removed

what, when, with or on who we are

from the field of the transportation of

spending. Even if this is all being done

goods, then why should it be possible

from taxed income, as it may awaken

to remove it from the field of taxation?

further questions or demands among

In reality, tax competition will become

those closest to us. I have a feeling

even more acute. All the time that

that the super rich still won’t be using
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money from personal accounts to fill

tax countries, where the annual tax

we can say with complete certainty,

up their yachts and jets, and those

was a fixed sum and annual accounts

and which is the most important, is

secret girlfriends will not be supported

were not required, although quali-

that these solutions will still not be

using the joint private credit card.

fying as CFCs, offered an excellent

banned in the future, they will just be

The OECD bit off a huge chunk when

opportunity for the non-payment of

more regulated. What isn’t banned

they began to turn the globalised

taxes on undistributed income. There

can be used. So what we need to

world financial system on its head. The

was no public record regarding their

do is find creative solutions, legal

project is well-planned and the focus

income, so, in self-assessment tax

and acceptable to all parties, and

is clear: the identification of the true

systems, it was possible to write just

which are still worth operating from

beneficial owners behind corporate

about anything in the tax return. This,

the financial point of view. It is also

structures and the taxation of any

in theory, will all change significantly

clear that certain earlier structures

possible untaxed funds through the

from now on. If and when the auto-

will no longer be viable in the future,

taxation of undistributed income in the

matic exchange of banking informa-

and these will either have to be modi-

country in which the beneficial owner

tion operates properly, the tax author-

fied or replaced with completely new

is resident for tax purposes. Basically,

ities will have access to a direct and

ones. What is also certain is that in

this follows the Controlled Foreign

authentic source as they can receive

practice the banks will not be able to

Company (CFC) model, also favoured

information on accrued income from

put into effect everything required by

by the OECD. If I am the beneficial

the banks. Even if the system does

the OECD immediately. To establish

owner of a low tax company, then

not allow for the complete collecting

and put into operation the complete

I have to pay tax in the country in

of information, the tax authorities

package

which I reside as a tax resident on

will have access to information on

between 2 and 5 years. In the mean-

undistributed income. Naturally, the

income arising from both within the

time, the world economy will generate

legislation of each individual country

region and worldwide.

those solutions which will replace the

will

require

somewhere

defines CFCs in a much more sophisti-

At this point many readers will, justi-

cated manner, but that’s the gist of it.

fiably, ask themselves whether there

Here at LAVECO Ltd. our heads are

This is not a new phenomenon, as CFC

is any point in applying offshore solu-

full of new ideas on a daily basis. My

legislation was introduced into the

tions in the future. It is impossible to

colleagues continually come up with

tax laws of many countries decades

give an answer to this question at the

more and more creative plans to

ago. So what changes will the future

current time, as many elements of the

provide the solutions to the demands

hold? Companies registered in low

future system are still unknown. What

they come face to face with. I am

earlier offshore techniques.

often amazed at the amount of points
overlooked by the legislators, but not
by our clients. But maybe that is only
natural. The bureaucrat is a bureaucrat, and the businessman is a businessman. Each one is in his place, and
they very rarely swap.
I hope you enjoy reading this and it
will provide food for thought.
László Váradi
LAVECO Ltd.
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Jurisdiction spotlight

Malta
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Location:

Southern Europe, islands in the Mediterranean sea

Constitutional form:

Republic

Population:

412,655

Area:

316 km2

Capital:

Valletta

Currency:

Euro

Official languages:

Maltese, English

Time zone:

GMT +1

1.Company legal form:

Private Limited Company by shares.

2. Method of incorporation:

The Memorandum and Articles of Association must be
signed by the shareholders of the company. The minimum number of shareholders is 1, but 2 is the norm.

3. Company name ending:

Ltd., Limited.

4. Time required for
incorporation:

3-4 weeks.

5. Number of directors:

Minimum 1 of any nationality.

6. Number of shareholders:

Minimum 1, but 2 is the norm.

7. Minimum capital:

No minimum requirement, standard amount is 1200 EUR
of which 20% must be paid up.

8. Accounting / reporting
requirements:

Yes. Audited accounts are required annually.

9. Type of shares:

Registered.

10. Annual tax and duties:

The general profit tax rate is 35%; the effective rates are
0/5/10 % and 100-1400 EUR annual duty (depending on
the capitalization) if the company was active in the subject year.

11. Disclosure of
beneficiaries:

Not required.

12. Registered office:

Registered office is required by law.

13. Registered
secretary / agent:

Company secretary is required by law, should be a private person.

14. Agreements for the
avoidance of double
taxation:

Malta has an extensive network of DTTs.
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New corporate law in Hong Kong
On March 15th, 2014 new corporate legislation

with no par value allow for flexible modification of

(Companies Ordinance) came into force in Hong

the company’s share capital. In future, company

Kong. Hong Kong, one of the world’s most important

directors may be either individuals or corporate

trading and financial centres, was returned to

directors, although in cases where there is only

China by the British Crown in 1997, as a Special

one director in a company, this must be a private

Administrative Region of the People’s Republic of

individual. That is, each and every company must

China (SAR). The Chinese leadership undertook to

appoint at least one private individual as a director.

leave the economic structure of Hong Kong intact

The directors can hold meetings in any country in the

for 50 years, that is, until 2047.

world, and telephone and electronic meetings (e.g.
Skype) are permitted. The directors may choose the

This is also reflected in the new legislation. The

location of any one director as the place where the

foundations based on the old UK company law

meeting was held.

have remained, but have been amended to reflect
the most modern regulations of the financial world

Today, Hong Kong is still one of the world’s most

and

formation

popular company formation jurisdictions. It is not only

of companies has been made simpler, and,

the proximity to China and the size of the market there

for example, it is not necessary to file Articles of

which makes it so significant, but also the numerous

Association, though it is still possible if required. In

foreign businessmen who choose Hong Kong as the

accordance with the new law, only registered shares

seat for their companies. With the introduction of the

will be permitted, and these must be issued for no

new company law, the local government are able

par value. This not only conforms with the OECD’s

to offer even more stable and attractive possibilities

requirements on transparency, but also incorporates

to those who really wish to operate their companies

the wishes of the modern capital market, as shares

in the long run, not only in the region, but worldwide.
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Interesting

Cooperation with
customers prohibited

The Oligarch’s divorce

In future, Austrian banks will not be allowed to inform
their clients if the authorities instigate proceedings
against them.
The OECD has heavily criticised Austrian banking
practices. According to the organisation’s directives
and guidelines financial service providers, banks,
brokers and investment managers are prohibited
from informing their clients, if the authorities instigate

In accordance with the ruling of the Geneva

proceedings against them. A bank or its employees

court, Dmitry Rybolovlev must pay his ex-wife

are not authorised to inform their clients, officially or

4 020 555 988 CHF following their divorce. The couple

informally, if investigations are carried out.

spent a significant part of their lives in the Alpine
country, which is why the divorce proceedings fell

The Austrians treated the relevant rules in a

under the jurisdiction of the local courts.

rather “relaxed” manner, and as a result Austrian
practice did not meet the OECD’s requirements.

According to Swiss law, the wife is entitled to 50% of the

The government has drawn up the appropriate,

assets acquired during the marriage, but her lawyer

stricter regulations and these are expected to go

declared the above sum to be a “complete victory”.

before parliament at the end of May for approval.

It is quite likely that no wife anywhere in the world has

According to the government’s goals, in the event

ever been granted such a settlement by the courts.

that the Austrian authorities receive a request based

However, the ruling is not yet final. The husband is

on a foreign agreement on judicial assistance, they

expected to appeal the decision. In accordance with

wish to stop those involved finding out and taking

the ruling of the Swiss court, the husbands’ Swiss assets

the money out of Austria while the complicated

have been frozen, however, it will be very difficult to

and bureaucratic process takes its course.

put the ruling into effect when it comes to assets held
abroad.
As far back as 2005, Rybolovlev established an International Trust in Cyprus, where he proceeded to
deposit a significant part of his income. However,
no agreement on mutual legal assistance has been
concluded between Switzerland and Cyprus, so the
Swiss will have their work cut out when it comes to
the Cypriots, whose reluctance to cooperate in such
situations is legendary.
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LAVECO Life

LAVECO opens an office in Hong Kong

Bulgarian economic forum

Another name has been added to the list of LAVECO

On June 11th 2014, at the Le Meridien Hotel, the

offices. In February of this year we opened our Hong

Hungarian-Bulgarian Chamber of Commerce organ-

Kong office. The management of LAVECO Ltd. have

ised the Bulgarian Economic Forum in Budapest, at-

been watching the effervescence which typifies

tended by businessmen from both countries.

Hong Kong’s business life for some time now. For

One of the guest speakers was Mr. László Váradi,

years, even decades Hong Kong has been one of

managing director of LAVECO Ltd., who gave a lec-

the most significant business and financial centres

ture entitled “Tax optimisation within the European

not only in Asia, but also the world. The economic

Union”. Mr. Váradi’s presentation showed that tax

stability is excellent, capable of spanning recessions.

planning in the future is going to undergo dras-

The legal system is based on English common law,

tic change, and those who wish to continue to be

and the Chinese communist leadership have no

successful are going to have to go down new av-

intention of changing that, probably for decades.

enues and employ new techniques. The majority

Hong Kong means a secure “island” for them, too,

of the offshore jurisdictions will be unable to meet

where east and west combine.

the OECD requirements on transparency, resulting

James Wong and his colleagues

in many countries “dropping out of the race”, and

will be happy to help you in the

an increase in regional tax competition (such as, for

office, and also provide services

example, competition within the European Union).

to all of the other members of

Businessmen wishing to stay ahead of the game

the LAVECO Group. If you’re in

need to prepare for these changes now.

Hong Kong, then pop in and see

Following the presentations, participants had the

us. (The next edition of the LAVECO Newsletter will

chance to discuss the subjects in an informal forum,

include a detailed feature on the benefits and busi-

while tasting fine Bulgarian wines.

ness possibilities offered by Hong Kong).
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The information contained in this newsletter should not be construed as tax, customs, social security or other business advice given in a concrete case. The authors and publishers can accept
no responsibility for any financial, legal or moral loss or damages occurring as a result or in consequence of action taken (or not taken) while acting and relying upon information contained in
this publication. We apologise for any possible typing, layout, grammar or other errors, and welcome any observations.
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